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Abstract Much of the growing body of reshoring litera-
ture has focused on why firms reverse a prior location
decision. While valuable, this work needs extending to
how the decision to reshore is operationalised. Using a
two-stage approach, this paper presents a conceptual
framework that covers both why and how firms reshore.
The framework also utilises contingency theory to identi-
fy the factors that influence these decisions. It is therefore
claimed to be more comprehensive than others frameworks
found in the literature. First, a systematic literature review
deductively develops an initial framework. Second, a revised
version of the framework is presented using evidence from
a single, exemplar case of captive reshoring in the textiles
industry. The case evidence identifies new factors and ex-
tends a typology of reshoring decisions proposed in the
literature to more accurately reflect the dynamic, complex,
and incremental nature of the onshore-offshore-reshore
location and ownership decision.
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1 Introduction

There is growing interest from researchers and practitioners in
the phenomenon of reshoring, whereby previously offshored
manufacturing and related activities are brought back to a
domestic location (e.g. Gray et al. 2013; Fratocchi et al.
2014). Although a large body of literature exists on offshoring
and global location decisions (e.g. Jahns et al. 2006;
Schoenherr et al. 2008; Kedia and Mukherjee 2009; Platts
and Song 2010; Holweg et al. 2011; Zorzini et al. 2014),
reshoring is a distinctly different phenomenon that deserves
specific attention. It involves revising or reversing a prior
decision, i.e. returning to the original location (Gray et al.
2013) and may also involve a change of ownership, e.g. from
an external overseas supplier to an in-house, domestic ar-
rangement (Gray et al. 2013; Fratocchi et al. 2014).

Much of the existing body of reshoring literature has fo-
cused on why firms reshore (e.g. Kinkel and Maloca 2009;
Pearce 2014; Zhai et al. 2016). Although this work is valuable,
it arguably treats the reshoring decision as a discrete event – it
typically focuses on a snapshot in time and on an ex-post
analysis of what drove a firm to repatriate. It does not support
a firm through the transition by providing a structure for the
entire reshoring process. It has therefore been recognised that
it is important to go further – by not only understanding why
firms reshore but also how they can do so successfully (e.g.
Fratocchi et al. 2014; Ancarani et al. 2015; Barbieri and
Stentoft 2016;Wiesmann et al. 2017). Recent work has sought
to consolidate what is known about why firms reshore (e.g.
Ancarani et al. 2015; Fratocchi et al. 2016; Joubioux and
Vanpoucke 2016; Srai and Ané 2016; Wiesmann et al.
2017), but a framework is now needed that encapsulates both
why and how firms reverse a prior location decision.

Most of the literature on reshoring is thus far conceptual.
Only a very limited number of empirical studies have been
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conducted, with the most prominent being survey-based (e.g.
Kinkel 2012). While there are some recent case study exam-
ples (e.g. Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014; Ashby 2016),
there is a need for more in-depth case work to further our
understanding of the reshoring process (Stentoft et al.
2016a). Reshoring could refer to returning to a domestic
sourcing arrangement or repatriating an in-house operation,
i.e. captive reshoring. While both are considered reshoring,
there are likely to be major differences in terms of the level
of complexity, financial investment, time required, etc. With
the exception of Kinkel (2014), most of the literature to date
has focused on sourcing or neglected to distinguish between
firms according to whether they are making captive or
outsourced reshoring decisions.

This paper develops a conceptual framework that considers
both why a firm may decide to reshore and how this decision
can be operationalised or implemented. This is based on a
two-stage approach: (i) deductive development of the concep-
tual framework based on a systematic literature review; and,
(ii) the refinement or enhancement of the initial framework
using case study evidence. As encouraged by Bals et al.
(2016), a contingency-based perspective is adopted (e.g.
Sousa and Voss 2008) as many of the factors that affect the
reshoring process are likely to be context specific, e.g. indus-
try or product related. The prior research used in stage (i)
includes, for example, Fratocchi et al. (2016), who recently
identified a broad range of factors that drive the reshoring
decision but without differentiating between general and con-
tingent factors.

The paper begins with the following research questions:

1. Why do firms reshore, and how can the decision to
reshore be operationalised?

2. What contingency factors affect the decision to reshore
and its implementation?

A single case study is presented of a textiles firm that has
engaged in both captive offshoring and captive reshoring, as
defined by Kinkel and Zanker (2013). This enables the case of
captive reshoring, which is argued to be distinctly different to
sourcing, to be studied in isolation. The textiles (and clothing)
industry is highly competitive and characterised by its global
supply chains, short product lifecycles, and typical high la-
bour intensity (Teng and Jaramillo 2006; Dana et al. 2007).
It has previously experienced extensive offshoring to lower
wage economies (Bolisani and Scarso 1996; Bruce et al.
2004) and may therefore have significant reshoring potential,
despite its labour intensity (Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014;
Ashby 2016; Robinson and Hsieh 2016). Such single industry
research has been encouraged by Stentoft et al. (2016a).

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows.
Section 2 outlines the two-stage method before Section 3 re-
views the reshoring literature to develop an initial conceptual

framework. Section 4 presents the case study evidence,
followed by a discussion in Section 5 where the framework
is refined. Concluding remarks are provided in Section 6,
which includes implications for research and practice.

2 Two-stage method

This study is based on a two-stage approach. Section 2.1 out-
lines the systematic literature review method used to deduc-
tively develop the conceptual model. This is followed by
Section 2.2 in which the single case study method used to
refine the framework is outlined.

2.1 Systematic literature review

A systematic literature review (SLR) has been conducted (see
Tranfield et al. 2003; Denyer and Tranfield 2009). Although
other approaches exist, such as semi-structured (Quintens
et al. 2006) and more organic reviews (e.g. Spina et al.
2013), the SLR provides a replicable, scientific and transpar-
ent method that minimises bias (Tranfield et al. 2003).

This review is based on a structured search of the ab-
stract field in the ABI/INFORM and EBSCO Business
Source Premier databases. These two databases have also
been used in reviews of other operations management
related phenomena (e.g. Mugurusi and de Boer 2013;
Zorzini et al. 2015). The following keywords were used indi-
vidually: BBackshoring^, BReshoring^, BBack-reshoring^,
BBack-Shoring^, BBacksourcing^, and BRe-shoring^. The
terms emerged from the literature and were validated by mul-
tiple researchers. The search was limited to published, schol-
arly peer-reviewed journals in English with no date restriction
applied due to the nascent state of the literature.

The results were aggregated into a single list of 99 papers,
reduced to 59 after removing duplicates. To maintain the qual-
ity of the articles reviewed, only those published in journals
rated in the 2015 ABS Academic Journal Guide were includ-
ed, which reduced the list further to 42. This method of elim-
ination was also used in Zorzini et al. (2015) based on an
earlier version of the guide. The abstracts were then checked
manually for relevance. Irrelevant papers, e.g. using a term in
a completely different sense, were removed, which reduced
the list to 32 papers. Cross-referencing was undertaken to
ensure all relevant citations had been captured. This identified
an additional 10 papers, including two recent conference pa-
pers. Incorporating these papers was deemed appropriate giv-
en the contemporary nature of the topic. Hence, the final da-
tabase contains 42 papers (published between 2007 and
2017), which are marked with an asterisk in the reference list
at the end of this paper. The high proportion of papers added
after the keyword search reflects the nascent state of the
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literature resulting in a diverse range of terms being used to
describe the same phenomenon.

Each paper has been carefully reviewed to identify aspects
of the reshoring process, with the detail recorded in a spread-
sheet (e.g. author(s), date, journal, drivers, implementation
process, method, industry sector, and country focus).

2.2 Single case study

The case studymethod lends itself to early, exploratory research
on a new or under-researched phenomenon (McCutcheon and
Meredith 1993; Yin 2009; Voss et al. 2016). A single case study
approach has been adopted (e.g. Eisenhardt 1989; Yin 2009) to
allow the researchers to go into greater depth exploring
retrospective and future decisions in a firm that satisfies
the following criteria:

& Previously embarked on captive offshoring; and,
& Has recently either partially or fully reshored in-house

production activities.

A company, hereafter referred to as BCushion Co.^, was
selected that satisfied these criteria. Cushion Co. is an SME
that has recently partially reshored its production from a fac-
tory in China to the UK where it was founded in 1991. The
company designs and manufactures cushions for global re-
tailers, with a growing annual turnover, currently at approxi-
mately £8 million. Although reshoring in the context of sourc-
ing decisions is reasonably widespread, captive reshoring is
still relatively uncommon. The company is an early mover in
terms of reshoring. As a result, it is one of the few examples of
a company that has successfully reshored and has therefore
been used as an exemplary case in the media.

A series of semi-structured interviews were conducted
with the Owner and Marketing Manager over a 12-month

period at the company’s UK facility. A case study protocol
was followed to improve reliability and ensure replicability
(Yin 2009; Voss et al. 2016). For the initial interviews, a set
of open-ended questions were developed around the
company’s global manufacturing strategy and history of
location decisions. The questions were sent to the inter-
viewees in advance. Interviews were recorded and tran-
scribed, with transcripts sent back to interviewees for val-
idation. A timeline was then developed to understand the
case (see Table 1) before the transcripts were analysed with
the support of Nvivo © software. This included coding the
data according to the different elements of the initial de-
ductive framework; and identifying key factors that did not
fit into the initial framework in order to refine it.

Analysis of the initial data allowed a more in-depth set
of questions to be developed to further probe and under-
stand the reshoring process. The interviews were supple-
mented with secondary data from company documentation
and their website, plus six television programmes and five
news articles on reshoring that featured the company to
provide triangulation. The case findings (see Tables 2, 3,
and 4) provide a summary of the primary and secondary
evidence.

3 Deductive development of the framework using
prior literature

This section reviews the extant literature that has led to the
deductive development of the conceptual framework. Figure 1
provides an outline for the framework, which will be populat-
ed through this review and presented in Section 3.4. The
framework is comprised of the following three key elements:
reshoring drivers; implementation considerations; and, contin-
gency factors. Each factor was placed within its dominant

RESHORING DRIVERS 

Factors that motivate a firm to reshore, thereby reversing a prior 

location decision. This may include changes, misjudgements, draw-

backs and unexpected consequences of being located in the foreign 

country; advantages to be gained by being located in the domestic 

country; and pressures to reverse the location decision. 

RESHORING PROCESS 

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS 

Factors that influence how implementation of the decision to reshore 

is approached; that facilitate reshoring; and steps to be taken to 

smoothly embed the activity back in the domestic location. 

CONTINGENCY FACTORS 

Factors that influence; (i) the impact 

of the drivers on the decision to 

reshore, thereby influencing whether 

a firm does or does not reverse a 

prior location decision; and/or (ii) 

the approach adopted to implement 

the decision to reshore. 

Fig. 1 Outline Conceptual
Framework
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category by two researchers independently before any differ-
ences were discussed and a final categorisation agreed
amongst three researchers. The review considers each of the
elements of the framework in turn: Section 3.1, the reshoring
drivers; Section 3.2, implementation considerations; and
Section 3.3, contingency factors.

3.1 Reshoring drivers

The drivers behind the reshoring decision have been further
split into the following four categories:

& Risk, uncertainty and ease of doing business (Section 3.1.1):
reshoring to reduce exposure to risk, uncertainty, and/
or allow (equally or more) efficient operations to be run
in the domestic location.

& Cost-related (Section 3.1.2): reshoring to reduce certain
costs, including when the costs of operating offshore were
unexpected, hidden or greater than expected.

& Infrastructure-related (Section 3.1.3): reshoring to over-
come or avoid infrastructure issues (e.g. site, labour, ma-
terials, and machinery) or to access better infrastructure in
the domestic location.

& Competitive priorities (Section 3.1.4): reshoring to support
the operations strategy and competitive priorities of the
firm, particularly those that are not directly cost related.

3.1.1 Risk, uncertainty and ease of doing business

Drivers have been included in this category if they motivate a
firm to move onshore to reduce risk, uncertainty and allow
(equally or more) efficient operations to be run in the domestic
location. There can be a drive to reshore to reduce the supply
chain disruption risk that is inherent to dispersed and extend-
ed global networks (Bailey and De Propris 2014; Simchi-Levi
et al. 2012; Tate 2014; Huq et al. 2016). The cultural distance
between offshore and domestic locations (e.g. communication
and language barriers) can also make it difficult to operate
offshore and incentivise reshoring (Gray et al. 2013; Tate
2014). Meanwhile, reshoring has been linked to offshore
legislation that complicates business transactions and opera-
tions (e.g. Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014). Unpredictable
global economic conditions can influence reshoring; for ex-
ample, Kinkel (2012) suggested companies are more likely to
re-concentrate production domestically when the global econ-
omy is unstable. A related factor is currency exchange rates
and variability. The strengthening of the Chinese currency,
for example, has increased the cost of imports (Martínez-Mora
and Merino 2014; Pearce 2014; Gylling et al. 2015), while the
risk of currency fluctuations increases the appeal of domestic
locations (Leibl et al. 2010; Tate et al. 2014).

Reshoring can also be motivated by a desire to reduce the
risk of environmental and social issues (Gray et al. 2013;
Tate et al. 2014; Presley et al. 2016), which can impact firm
reputation. Few authors have highlighted these concerns, yet
they may become increasingly important. For example, Gray
et al. (2013) highlighted the green motivations behind
reshoring, e.g. carbon footprint reduction and Tate et al.
(2014) highlighted the reputational risk of environmental
and/or human rights violations. Meanwhile, Presley et al.
(2016) found in their interviews that greater importance is
placed on environmental than social issues during location
decision making.

3.1.2 Cost-related drivers

Although the reshoring decision is dependent on multiple var-
iables, costs that were unexpected, hidden or greater than ex-
pected can make a domestic location more attractive. Labour
costs are a key issue with a closing wage gap between domes-
tic and offshore locations (Pearce 2014; Simchi-Levi et al.
2012; Wu and Zhang 2014). Additionally, labour productiv-
ity improvements may also be available in the domestic lo-
cation and offset any remaining foreign wage differentials
(Pearce 2014; Tate 2014; Hartman et al. 2017). Meanwhile,
a desire to reduce duty costs can influence reshoring; for
example, Fratocchi et al. (2016) referred to the impact of ‘cus-
tom duties for re-import’. In addition, domestic production
lowers transportation costs (Bailey and De Propris 2014;
Tate et al. 2014) while attractive energy prices (in the US)
have been highlighted as lowering both transportation costs
and (non-labour) production costs (Pearce 2014). Gylling
et al. (2015), for example, found that production cost reduc-
tions enabled a Finnish bicycle firm to compete with its off-
shore contract manufacturer, allowing activities to be brought
both back onshore and in-house.

Kinkel andMaloca (2009) andKinkel (2012) recognised the
high coordination and monitoring costs of offshore locations
that increase overheads (e.g. travel costs), particularly for cap-
tive offshore firms (Kinkel 2014). Offshoring can also result in
higher working capital/ pipeline costs, including high inven-
tories in transit or distribution centres (Tate et al. 2014).
Martínez-Mora and Merino (2014) highlighted how switching
to domestic suppliers can create smaller, more frequent orders
that reduce inventory costs. Finally, Kinkel and Zanker (2013)
found that reshoring improves domestic capacity utilisation
thus lowering overheads. This may be particularly relevant to
firms that have retained a domestic presence when offshoring.

3.1.3 Infrastructure-related drivers

Firms are motivated to reshore if there are issues with the
offshore infrastructure (such as the site, labour, materials and
machinery) or access to an improved infrastructure can be
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obtained in the domestic location. Kinkel and Maloca (2009)
and Kinkel and Zanker (2013) identified on-site infrastruc-
ture issues offshore as a potential reshoring driver. Kinkel
and Maloca (2009) also highlighted that firms can find it dif-
ficult to establish a reliable raw material supply network
offshore. Meanwhile, concerns around skilled human re-
source availability can influence reshoring. This includes a
lack of availability offshore (Bailey and De Propris 2014;
Simchi-Levi et al. 2012; Stentoft et al. 2016b) and concerns
about the deskilling of domestic labour due to extensive
offshoring (Bailey and De Propris 2014; Shih 2014). Indeed,
it is noted that high domestic unemployment and union pres-
sure is also driving reshoring (Tate 2014; Fratocchi et al. 2016).
Finally, some researchers (e.g. Arlbjørn and Mikkelsen 2014;
Tate et al. 2014) have argued that an increased reliance on
automated machinery could negate higher onshore labour
costs, while Dachs and Kinkel (2013) highlighted the quality
and flexibility benefits of automation.

3.1.4 Competitive priorities

Firms can be motivated to reshore in pursuit of (non-cost–
related) competitive priorities. Survey evidence has
highlighted that reshoring can improve flexibility and
dependability (Kinkel and Maloca 2009; Kinkel 2012;
Kinkel and Zanker 2013), reducing the risk of late delivery
penalties and improving customer satisfaction (Ancarani
et al. 2015; Fratocchi et al. 2016). Additionally, reshoring
can improve responsiveness due to closer customer prox-
imity (Fratocchi et al. 2016; Pearce 2014; Tate et al. 2014;
Srai and Ané 2016; Moradlou et al. 2017). Reshoring can
also be motivated by speed to market improvements for
new products (Pearce 2014) and by innovation potential,
e.g. from co-locating R & D and manufacturing and
investing in technology (McIvor 2013; Pearce 2014; Shih
2014; Stentoft et al. 2016c). Domestic production also fa-
cilitates know-how retention (Kinkel 2014) and improves
intellectual property protection (Tate 2014; Tate et al.
2014), which might be particularly relevant to firms that
have outsourced production.

Reshoring may also improve quality (Kinkel et al.
2007; Kinkel and Maloca 2009; Kinkel 2012; Kinkel
and Zanker 2013; Zhai et al. 2016). For example,
Canham and Hamilton’s (2013) survey data from New
Zealand showed that lower wages offshore were offset
by quality problems, while Uluskan et al. (2016) found
domestic US suppliers achieved higher quality than some
international competitors. Finally, companies can also
capitalise on ‘made in effect’ advantages by producing
domestically, which adds value for local customers such
as perceived quality benefits (Martínez-Mora and Merino
2014; Tate et al. 2014; Fratocchi et al. 2016; Srai and Ané
2016). Grappi et al. (2015), for example, tested consumer

responses to reshoring and found that companies can im-
prove their image by reshoring.

3.2 Implementation considerations

Fratocchi et al. (2014) recommended that research consider
how firms reshore in terms of the entry and exit modes both
onshore and offshore. They acknowledged that the entry
mode to the foreign location can impact the exit strategy and
argued that firms that have not built a factory offshore can
withdraw more easily. Equally, the entry mode back into the
home location also needs to be considered. Similar to
offshoring, reshoring is typically defined in terms of location
and ownership, i.e. the ownership both onshore and offshore.
In their literature review, Jahns et al. (2006) provided a matrix
to illustrate this in the context of offshoring, and this has been
adapted for reshoring by Foerstl et al. (2016) and Tate and
Bals (2017) to depict the reshoring movement from offshore
to onshore (including nearshore) and the corresponding own-
ership options. Firms may, for example, bring activities in-
house when reshoring from an outsourced supplier.
Similarly, Gray et al. (2013) provided a typology that presents
eight different reshoring paths that consider ownership before
and after an offshoring decision, thereby summarising how
ownership can change as firms relocate. This does not
however detail how firms have actually achieved this in
practice. Meanwhile, in their conceptual model for location
decision making, Joubioux and Vanpoucke (2016) considered
the initial decision making process, including the entry modes
for the initial offshore decision, but their model did not detail
the ownership options onshore.

In Gylling et al.’s (2015) action research with a Finnish
bicycle firm, the authors outlined how the company main-
tained some in-house domestic production for one of its prod-
uct lines whilst offshoring the majority of production to an
overseas supplier. This enabled the subsequent decision to
reshore and demonstrated how maintaining production in
a domestic locationwhilst offshoring can facilitate reshoring.
The authors’ case also shows the degree of reshoring, in this
instance a partial reshoring approach – as only a certain prod-
uct line was brought back. Martínez-Mora and Merino (2014)
also provided examples of companies that have reshored but
continued to produce offshore.

Bailey and De Propris (2014) discussed barriers that must be
overcome to operationalise the reshoring decision, including
gaining access to labour and finance. For example, the authors
referred to a fragmented manufacturing supply chain and skills
gap in the UK as a result of extensive prior offshoring. Similar
findings were noted in the US context by Shih (2014) who
emphasised the importance of in-house training to improve
skills and employee retention. The author also recommended
building strong relationships with suppliers and improving
information sharing with suppliers.
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3.3 Contingency factors

A further eleven factors are categorised here as contingency
factors – they are aspects of the context that influence whether
a set of drivers lead a firm to reshore and/or how that decision
is implemented. Although the literature provides examples of
issues that can be considered contingency factors, there is a
need to explicitly adopt a contingency perspective to further
understand indirect influences throughout the reshoring pro-
cess. Despite contingency factors having been identified in the
offshoring literature (e.g. Mukherjee et al. 2013; Zorzini et al.
2014), to the best of our knowledge, such a contingency-based
approach to understanding the reshoring phenomenon has not
been adopted in the prior literature although it has recently
been encouraged by Bals et al. (2016).

The first contingency factor is the size of the firm. Kinkel
(2012) found that the majority of firms that reshore are large
firms with more than 500 employees – as large firms are more
active in offshoring. Yet the author also found evidence that
large companies are reducing their reshoring activities and the
number of SMEs reshoring is increasing. Ancarani et al. (2015)
found that those SMEs that do reshore do so earlier than larger
firms; and this might be explained by an unwillingness or in-
ability to fund any difficulties faced offshore (Kinkel 2012). A
second contingency factor is the ownership mode (e.g. captive
or outsourced), which could influence the weight given to some
of the reshoring drivers (e.g. know-how retention) as well as
influencing when and how a firm reshores (given its impact on
how embedded the firm would be in the foreign location). This
appears to be supported by Kinkel (2014) who differentiated
between captive and outsourced reshoring when analysing the
reasons for repatriation. In addition, government policy, such
as domestic government incentives, i.e. reduced taxes and sub-
sidies, can lower costs and encourage reshoring (Ellram et al.
2013; Bailey and De Propris 2014; Pearce 2014; Tate et al.
2014). Bailey and De Propris (2014) also considered how the
government could provide firms with financial aid for
implementing the reshoring decision and with help in closing
the skills gap. Capital intensiveness can also influence
reshoring. For example, Dachs and Kinkel (2013) provided a
brief breakdown of the industries active in reshoring using
European survey data. They concluded that low technology
industries are less likely to reshore due to the high labour con-
tent, which implies being located in lower wage countries.
Similarly, technology-based industries such as electronics and
automotives have been identified as likely to reshore (Ancarani
et al. 2015). Further, Stentoft et al. (2016a) argued that industry
related factors could influence reshoring. Bandwagon effects
(and competitive pressure) are known to have influenced
offshoring and could similarly affect the decision to reshore
(Kinkel 2012; Gray et al. 2013; Martínez-Mora and Merino
2014). There may not for example be a strong internal drive
to reshore but the outcome of the decision process could be

impacted by the actions of competitors. In addition, Martínez-
Mora andMerino (2014) found that the attractiveness of reshoring
within the clothing and textiles sector depends on the market
segment (e.g. sportswear and dress shoes) and price point (e.g.
low-range, mid-range products, etc.). Meanwhile, Tate (2014)
highlighted that the bulkiness of the product (size, weight,
etc.) could influence whether products are ultimately reshored.
In addition, Bailey and De Propris (2014) referred to customised
products, involving the user as a co-producer of the design, being
facilitated by co-locating manufacturing and design.

The management’s perception of cost could also influence
location decisions. Both Gray et al. (2013) and Kinkel (2014)
suggested that reshoring could be as a result of prior
misjudgements in the offshoring decision making process where-
by the costs of operating offshore were underestimated. Equally, a
firm might reshore because the investment required to improve
the offshore conditions were over-estimated. Finally, emotional
factors can lead to a firm (or decision maker) having an attach-
ment to the domestic location (Fratocchi et al. 2016) thereby
increasing the influence given to drivers on the decision to
reshore, and this is thought to be particularly prevalent amongst
entrepreneurs. Similarly, Canham and Hamilton (2013) referred
to patriotism or patriotic effects in their research on SMEs.

3.4 Conceptual framework

The extant literature reviewed above leads to the deductive devel-
opment of a conceptual framework of the reshoring process, as
presented in Fig. 2. The framework focuses on the reshoring
decision process and thus complements earlier conceptual frame-
works that have focused on the prior offshoring process. Yet
whilst offshoring research has considered the relationship be-
tween drivers, governance modes and firm size (see for
example Roza et al. 2011; Caniato et al. 2015), this stream of
literature is driver focused and assumes that the right location
for the operation is offshore. Our framework considers reversing
this decision, but by adopting a contingency perspective acknowl-
edges that the right location – on or offshore – is dependent on
various factors. Moreover, existing models for both offshoring
(e.g. Patrucco et al. 2016) and reshoring (Joubioux and
Vanpoucke 2016) have tended to focus on the decision making
process rather than supporting a firm through the transition by
providing a structure for the entire relocation process.

Each element in the framework shown in Fig. 2 has been
briefly unpacked above although space restrictions preclude a
detailed discussion. Our aim has been to cite literature to jus-
tify the inclusion of each factor in our framework thereby
providing an audit trail behind its development. In summary,
the framework is comprised of: (i) 29 drivers behind the
reshoring decision; (ii) six implementation considerations re-
lating to the operationalisation of this decision; and, (iii) elev-
en contingency factors that affect the decision to reshore and/
or how this is implemented.
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4 Case study evidence

4.1 Overview of Cushion Co.

Cushion Co. designs and manufactures cushions and related
products for global retailers. As shown in Table 1, the compa-
ny was established in 1991 in the UK. In 2003, it opened a
second UK factory with government support and began grad-
ually offshoring to China. It then closed its original UK fac-
tory and the Chinese operation grew. It opened a purpose-built
Chinese factory in 2007, which was extended in 2010 to a
250,000 square foot factory. In 2012, it began to reshore some
activities to the UK and sold its Chinese factory, maintaining a
smaller rented facility. Before offshoring, Cushion Co. had a
UKworkforce of up to 100 staff, which fell to around 30 at the
height of offshoring. The UKworkforce is now growing again
and is currently up to around 60 staff. Table 1 also shows how
the company’s ownership modes have evolved over time, as
further discussed below.

The case narrative below begins with an overview of the
prior offshoring decision. Although this is not the focus of this
paper, an understanding of this decision is important to
gaining a full understanding of the subsequent reshoring de-
cision. The reshoring process is then described and will be
later analysed in Section 5.

4.2 The prior offshoring decision at Cushion Co.

China’s entry into theWorld Trade Organisation led to foreign
investment in China and an influx of Chinese products into the
global market. The favourable exchange rate meant China-
made products were cheap, making it difficult for UK produc-
tion to compete. Cushion Co. found that Chinese competitors
had selling prices lower than their cost prices. They were
under constant customer pressure to reduce prices. The owner
explained that they started to produce in China because Bat the
time, it was literally China or bust [go out of business]^.

Having decided to offshore to China, the owner described
the process as Bstep-by-step^. Chinese fabrics were first
imported to reduce domestic production costs in 2003. The
company then decided in 2004 to offshore outsource to China
to further reduce costs. After a trial, which established this as a
viable solution, the company then established a joint venture
with the Chinese supplier. Cushion Co. had a 70% stake, which
meant customers recognised it as a legitimate Cushion Co.
operation rather than an intermediary. This was critical as re-
tailers were keen to buy directly from factories in China. In
2007, a purpose-built factory was opened, with the joint ven-
ture partner key to establishing a good local workforce.

Back in the UK, the company closed one of its two facto-
ries. It arranged a daily bus service to transport skilled
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machinists, which were in short supply, from the closed to the
one remaining open factory, which became the headquarters.
The Marketing Manager explained: BTo lose those people [i.e.
skilled machinists, would be very problematic], you wouldn’t
be able to replace those skills^. The UK operation focused on
filling cushions as it was expensive to ship filled cushions
from China. The company also moved up market for any
production that remained in the UK.

The Chinese factory was extended in 2010 to cope with
demand. The Chinese business had started small but quickly
grew. This organic approach meant it did not require major
start-up investment. UK personnel travelled to China regular-
ly, e.g. to implement quality systems and make productivity
improvements. The owner explained that this transformed the
factory from Blocal [domestic] to export [world] class^, en-
suring it passed retailer audits. Although formal systems and
practices were transferred, Cushion Co. found it difficult to
recreate innovation processes. The China factory was not suc-
cessful at producing its own designs or intellectual property;
and the design function, R & D and sampling operations
remained in the UK. The Chinese operation was however
involved in sourcing materials as it was located close to a
cluster of readily available suppliers. The company also
realised its location could provide market access not only to
China but to Australia and Western USA. This led to the
introduction of a Chinese sales function.

4.3 The reshoring decision at Cushion Co.

When Cushion Co. had offshored, favourable exchange rates
and low Chinese labour costs helped it compete. The Chinese
currency however appreciated over time while UK costs in-
creased at a slower rate due to the West’s economic downturn.
Chinese wages were also rising as demand for labour

outstripped supply. Further, the lower wage argument was
never particularly strong as the simplicity of cushions means
labour content is a small proportion of the total production
cost. The attractiveness of China was worsened by high duty
rates. The owner explained that: Bthe duty rate on finished
goods is higher than on fabric, and duty is also applied to
the freight, to the profit made by the Chinese factory, the
packaging, etc.^ In addition, cushions are large and expensive
to ship when pre-filled. Overall, this made it arguably more
cost-effective to use Chinese fabric but manufacture and/or fill
the cases in the UK.

The owner referred to the above as key Bcost-push reasons^
to reshore. But UK manufacturing was also considered Bless
aggravation^, avoiding cultural differences, language barriers
and time zone problems. Cushion Co. had also started to expe-
rience problems with their Chinese partner, which had oppor-
tunistically tried to establish a rival firm. They ended the joint
venture in 2011 after changes to Chinese law enabled them to
establish a Wholly Foreign Owned Enterprise (WFOE). This
gave Cushion Co. more control – it made withdrawal from
China more straightforward whilst ensuring that their know-
how was retained and intellectual property protected.

Reshoring also had advantages for their main UK cus-
tomers. The owner explained that: Byou are much more effi-
cient if you are working alongside your customer [retailers]
rather than waiting and doing business via email the next
day .̂ There was a desire to be more responsive to customers
– to shorten lead times and get new products to market
quicker. The BMade in the UK^ label was also attractive to
customers. In addition, there was a desire to increase the work-
force and capacity utilisation in the UK where better quality
and productivity were available, although the observable pro-
ductivity gap was shrinking due to improvements made at the
Chinese factory.

Table 1 Location and Ownership Timeline of the Case Study Company (Cushion Co.)
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Just a few of the above factors may not have been a major
concern, but when added together they built a persuasive ar-
gument to reshore, especially given the owner’s nostalgic at-
tachment to the UK. He explained that: Bwe have always
wanted to and preferred to manufacture at home [i.e. in the
UK]^. Even when it offshored, Cushion Co. had maintained a
UK presence while its competitors had either fully offshored
or retained only a UK sales function. The owner explained he
had been criticised for being Bsentimental^ but claimed this
had always been Ba very important strategic decision^. He
explained: Bthe ability to make the product either in the East
or West [from a UK perspective] gives us flexibility… to react
to whatever the global economy and the marketplace throws
at us^. As part of this strategy, the company produced a range
of lower volume, higher priced products mainly in the UK.

Cushion Co. increased its UK operation and downsized its
China operation, with its experience of offshoring helpful in
how this was approached. The owner stressed that: B[you can-
not] just drop [i.e. close] a factory on one side of the world and
open one on another .̂ He explained: Bwe used the same mod-
el that we first used to offshore to reshore – we did it step by
step again^. Their first step towards offshoring had involved
using Chinese fabrics in UK production. So, in reverse, when
production was reshored, they again used Chinese fabrics. The
UK workforce was gradually increased, although recruiting
skilled machinists was challenging due to the high level of
offshoring within the sector. The company has an ageing
workforce and there is a lack of new entrants. The company
therefore plans to establish in-house training and launch an
apprenticeship scheme with government support.

Reshoring was relatively straightforward because Cushion
Co. had never fully withdrawn from the UK. It had retained a
Western supply chain and workforce; hence, it did not need to
re-establish itself. The management team, core skills and ma-
chinery were already in place. The owner explained: Bwe’re
really just increasing the capacity that we maintained through
the offshoring period^. He added: Bhad we [fully offshored] it
would have been very difficult to set up again, [reshoring] was
actually easier to do because we had a starting point [i.e. a
retained domestic base]^. The company has UK packaging
suppliers; and although there are few remaining UK raw ma-
terial suppliers, it had maintained relationships with
European-based suppliers. Throughout the reshoring process,
Cushion Co. ensured that suppliers, customers and staff (UK
and China based) were kept informed.

Since reshoring, the company has sold its Chinese premises
and moved to a smaller, rented facility that remains important,
e.g. for serving the Eastern market. But recent changes, in-
cluding the introduction of a newUK national living wage and
devaluation of the Chinese currency, threaten to make the
trend towards reshoring temporary. Meanwhile, it remains to
be seen how the UK’s withdrawal from the EU will affect the
company’s location decisions.

5 Discussion and framework refinement

This section analyses the case evidence to refine the concep-
tual framework. It is therefore organised around the key head-
ings from the initial framework (Fig. 2).

5.1 Reshoring drivers

Table 2 compares the reshoring drivers from the literature with
those relevant to the case. Cushion Co. provides evidence for
20 of the original 29 drivers, with new insight into their influ-
ence provided. Factors from each of the four categories influ-
enced Cushion Co.’s decision to reshore. The category with
the most factors evident is Competitive Priorities (9), followed
by Cost-related (6), Risk, Uncertainty and Ease of Doing
Business (3), and Infrastructure-related (2). The most impor-
tant individual factors were labour and duty costs (Cost-
related category) and currency exchange rate and variability
reduction (Risk, Uncertainty and Ease of Doing Business cat-
egory). Each category is briefly discussed below.

5.1.1 Risk, uncertainty and ease of doing business

The most significant driver in this category was currency
exchange rate and variability reduction, confirming earlier
findings relating to Chinese currency appreciation (e.g.
Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014; Pearce 2014; Gylling
et al. 2015). The decision to reshore was also driven by chang-
ing global economic conditions, in particular Chinese eco-
nomic growth and the Western downturn, which supports
Martínez-Mora and Merino (2014). Reshoring was further
motivated by the need to overcome issues relating to cultural
distance. Gray et al. (2013) and Tate (2014) raised concerns
about cultural distance when operating offshore, and Cushion
Co. provides case evidence to support this factor. Reshoring
was not however strongly motivated by supply chain disrup-
tion risk reduction, offshore legislation minimisation, en-
vironmental issues reduction or social issues reduction.
These factors may however be relevant in other cases.

5.1.2 Cost-related drivers

Cost savings are a key theme in both the literature and
Cushion Co., including labour costs (e.g. Pearce 2014;
Simchi-Levi et al. 2012; Wu and Zhang 2014). The case sup-
ports Pearce (2014) and Tate (2014) by providing case evi-
dence that labour productivity improvements can be
achieved through domestic production further lowering costs,
even if the productivity gap is reducing. Duty cost reduction
is also significant in Cushion Co. and this has only previously
been highlighted by Fratocchi et al. (2016) based on second-
ary data. In addition, concerns about transport costs between
China and the West support those in the literature (Bailey and
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Table 2 Summary of Reshoring Drivers, Including Source of Case Evidence (if any)

Category Driver Primary
Data

Secondary
Data

Explanation from the Case Study

Risk, Uncertainty and Ease
of Doing Business

Supply chain disruption risk reduction Not identified as a factor in this case

Cultural distance improvement ✓ ✓ Bringing some activities back onshore to reduce the
impact of cultural differences (between the UK
and China)

Offshore legislation minimisation Not identified as a factor in this case

Global economic conditions ✓ ✓ Growing Chinese economy vs. downturn in the West
increased costs offshore

Currency exchange rate and variability ✓ ✓ Currency changes in China reducing incentives to
produce offshore

Environmental issues reduction Not identified as a factor in this case

Social issues reduction Not identified as a factor in this case

Cost-related Labour cost reduction ✓ ✓ Rising Chinese labour costs disincentivise offshore
activities

Labour productivity improvements ✓ ✓ Higher productivity in the UK compared to China

Duty cost reduction ✓ ✓ To reduce duty costs on finished goods, freight,
packaging, profit on Chinese factory, etc.

Transportation cost reduction ✓ ✓ Expensive to ship products from China to Western
customers

Energy price reduction Not identified as a factor in this case

Production cost (non-labour) reduction Not identified as a factor in this case (cost reductions
already introduced in China)

Coordination and monitoring costs
reduction

✓ ✓ To create internal efficiencies and enable working
alongside customers in the UK

Working capital/pipeline costs
reduction

Not identified as a factor in this case

Capacity utilisation improvement
onshore

✓ Using UK facilities to rebalance capacity utilisation
between the UK and China

Infrastructure-related On-site infrastructure issues Not identified as a factor in this case
(strong infrastructure in China)

Raw material supply network issues
offshore

✓ ✓ Establishing a global supply network to support UK
production

Skilled human resource availability ✓ ✓ To allow a skilled workforce to be retained in the UK

Automated machinery Not identified as a factor in this case (not reliant on
automation)

Competitive Priorities Flexibility improvement ✓ ✓ Dual locations (in the UK and China) allow for
reaction to market needs in both the East and West;
considered strategically important

Dependability ✓ ✓ Reshoring to be close to the UK market improving
service and the ability to deliver on time

Responsiveness ✓ ✓ Reshoring to be close to the UK market allowing the
firm to compete on speed

Speed to market improvement for
new products

✓ ✓ To improve speed to market for the introduction of
new products

Innovation improvement ✓ To enable co-location of design and production,
enabling innovation

Know-how retention ✓ ✓ To retain skills and know-how in the UK

Intellectual property protection ✓ Perceived to be better protected in the UK from
intellectual property infringements

Quality improvements ✓ ✓ To access the higher quality considered to be available
in the UK, allowing the firm to compete on quality

‘Made in effect’ advantages ✓ ✓ Attractiveness of the ‘Made in the UK’ hallmark
particularly to the Western market
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De Propris 2014; Tate et al. 2014) while the case also high-
lights how transportation incurs duty charges. In terms of co-
ordination and monitoring costs, the literature has focused
on the overheads of managing offshore production (Kinkel
and Maloca 2009; Kinkel 2012; Gray et al. 2013). Similarly,
Cushion Co.’s UK management team had to travel to China
regularly to train and implement systems. Further costs were
incurred when partner relations became strained. Cushion Co.
also provides case evidence that supports survey (Kinkel and
Zanker 2013) and secondary data (Fratocchi et al. 2016) on
capacity utilisation as reshoring has allowed it to make better
use of its UK facilities, thus lowering overheads.

Production costs were not a key driver, perhaps due to the
improvements made in China that reduced costs. Energy price
reduction was also not acknowledged – this was previously
highlighted in the US and not the UK context (Pearce 2014).
Finally, reshoring was not motivated by working capital/
pipeline cost reduction, but this may be relevant in other cases.

5.1.3 Infrastructure-related drivers

The case evidence demonstrated that the decision to reshore
was not significantly driven by infrastructure concerns. For
example, skilled human resource availability and raw ma-
terial supply network issues offshorewere not direct drivers,
although related issues have facilitated reshoring. First,
Cushion Co. has had a skilled workforce in China, enabled
by its joint venture, but a shortage is now developing, as noted
by Pearce (2014) and Tate et al. (2014). Meanwhile, as a UK
presence was maintained, Cushion Co. has a skilled domestic
workforce that enables reshoring and partly negates the
concerns about domestic labour shortages in Bailey and De
Propris (2014) and Shih (2014). Second, Cushion Co. has not
had difficulties in establishing raw material networks offshore
(Kinkel and Maloca 2009) due to a cluster of Chinese sup-
pliers. But equally, by maintaining a Western supply chain, it
has also been able to ramp up UK production. On-site infra-
structure issues offshore and automated machinery were
not evident in the case. Its Chinese location has a strong phys-
ical infrastructure and the company is not heavily reliant on
machinery.

5.1.4 Competitive priorities

All nine competitive priorities were evident to some degree in
Cushion Co. The most prominent were flexibility
improvements from being able to react to changing market
needs (in the East and West); and dependability due to
shorter, more predictable domestic lead times, enabling on-
time delivery. This evidence complements survey data in the
literature (e.g. Kinkel and Maloca 2009; Kinkel 2012; Kinkel
and Zanker 2013). Further, the case provides empirical evi-
dence on reshoring being partly motivated by responsiveness

due to (domestic) customer proximity allowing the firm to
compete on speed (Pearce 2014; Tate et al. 2014). In addition,
the case supports Pearce (2014) as speed tomarket improve-
ment for new products was also a factor.

Meanwhile, Cushion Co. has achieved some quality
improvements from reshoring (Kinkel and Maloca 2009;
Canham and Hamilton 2013; Kinkel 2012; Kinkel and
Zanker 2013), also supporting Uluskan et al.’s (2016) survey
data on the impact of quality systems in international suppliers
on reshoring. Design and sampling remained in the UK; there-
fore reshoring was not strongly driven by innovation
improvements, although the company now benefits from
co-location (McIvor 2013; Pearce 2014; Shih 2014).
Cushion Co. also sought to capitalise on ‘made in effects’.
The literature suggests this is particularly advantageous in the
domestic market (Canham and Hamilton 2013; Martínez-
Mora and Merino 2014; Tate et al. 2014; Fratocchi et al.
2016) but the case suggests there are also export advantages,
e.g. to the US. Thus, the consumer perspective is relevant to
reshoring, as advocated by Grappi et al. (2015). The remain-
ing factors – know-how retention and intellectual property
protection – were more marginal once the joint venture had
ended but may be prominent in firms that outsource
production.

5.2 Reshoring implementation considerations

Table 3 summarises the implementation considerations with
evidence from the case. All six original factors are supported
by the case, which provides deeper insight into each one. In
addition, four new factors are identified; hence, the case pro-
vides a strong contribution to enhancing this part of the con-
ceptual framework.

The entry and exit modes of Cushion Co. add to our
understanding of the reshoring process. The company’s relo-
cation process can be understood in terms of ownership both
onshore and offshore, as depicted in Fig. 3. The figure ex-
pands upon one of the eight paths from Gray et al.’s (2013)
typology. The authors’ typology helps us to understand the
various ownership and location permutations available as
firms move from onshore to offshore and back again whilst
also potentially switching from in-house (captive) to
outsourcing (or vice versa). The first path from the authors’
model involves domestic in-house to offshore in-house to do-
mestic in-house. The case however shows that this can be a
somewhat simplistic representation of the reshoring process.
First, Cushion Co. only partially offshored, retaining a UK
location, which was not considered in the original typology.
Second, whilst offshore, incremental ownership changes took
place from offshore outsourcing to a joint venture and in-
house production. With the exception of Joubioux and
Vanpoucke (2016), the reshoring literature only compares in-
house with outsourced production (e.g. Gray et al. 2013;
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Kinkel 2014; Martínez-Mora and Merino 2014) and does not
reflect joint venture agreements.

Fratocchi et al. (2014) argued reshoring will take place
earlier and more rapidly for firms that have not built a factory
offshore. Yet Cushion Co. has been able to grow and contract
its offshore presence quickly despite previously owning a
purpose-built factory. Once the reshoring process began, the
company’s Chinese premises were sold and it moved to a
smaller rented factory. This transition was largely enabled by

its retained UK staff, machinery, management, and systems.
This adds to the existing literature (e.g. Gylling et al. 2015) by
illustrating the advantages of maintaining production in a
domestic location whilst offshoring. The UK base provided
complementary capabilities, e.g. filling cushions made in
China. In terms of the degree of reshoring, reshoring has
not been undertaken in full – it has been thus far a partial
reshoring process, allowing the company to obtain the benefits
of being in China and in the UK. This dual location strategy

Table 3 Summary of Implementation Considerations, including Source of Case Evidence

Category Implementation Consideration Primary
Evidence

Secondary
Evidence

Explanation from the Case Study

Location, Ownership
and Timing

Entry and exit modes onshore
and offshore

✓ ✓ Consideration of how the firm will enter the domestic location
and exit from the offshore location. For Cushion Co., exit
from China was more straightforward from owned (captive)
production facilities. The offshore premises were sold and
the company moved to a smaller factory; entry into the UK
enabled by owned production facilities. Various ownership
permutations available as firms move between domestic and
offshore locations. Case evidence of outsourcing, joint
venture agreement, and captive offshoring in China.
In-house production in the UK.

Maintaining production in a
domestic location

✓ ✓ Understanding how maintaining production in a domestic
location can facilitate the reshoring process. Cushion Co.
previously maintained a down-sized operation in the UK
whilst offshoring the majority of production to China
resulting in retained UK staff, machinery, management,
and systems.

Degree of reshoring e.g. partial
or full

✓ ✓ All production does not need to be transferred to the domestic
location. Since reshoring, production has been partially
retained in China to serve different markets.

Tipping point for relocation ✓ ✓ Awareness of when to trigger the reversal process. In Cushion
Co. the case for reshoring began to build and could not be
ignored; for example, the cost between offshore and
onshore production became marginal.

Process of implementation
(incremental vs instantaneous)

✓ ✓ Understanding reshoring within the context of prior and
future location decisions is important. Cushion Co.
gradually offshored and subsequently gradually reshored.

Operations and Supply
Chain Development

In-house training ✓ ✓ In-house training to help overcome skills shortage. Cushion
Co are currently in the process of considering this option.

Building strong relationships with
suppliers, internal teams
and customers

✓ ✓ Developing strong relationships can aid reshoring. Case
evidence demonstrated that this was important with internal
teams and customers (not identified in the literature) and
suppliers throughout the relocation process.

Improving information sharing
with suppliers, internal teams
and customers

✓ ✓ Information sharing can aid reshoring. Case evidence
demonstrated that this was important with internal teams and
customers (not identified in the literature) and suppliers
throughout the relocation process.

Market movement ✓ ✓ Market movement may be necessary to facilitate reshoring.
Cushion Co. moved up market onshore and developed
relationships with customers purchasing higher value
products. This helped to retain UK production whilst
offshoring to China and it facilitated reshoring.

Global supply chain development ✓ ✓ Developing and maintaining a global supply network can
provide flexibility. For Cushion Co., this has allowed
them to support both their UK and China based production.
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may have similar advantages to a nearshoring approach (e.g.
Ellram et al. 2013; Fratocchi et al. 2014), which refers to
finding a location closer to home that achieves a compromise
between the advantages of offshore (e.g. low wage econo-
mies) and onshore locations (e.g. speed to market and prox-
imity to headquarters). A dual approach however also means
resources can be shifted between locations to serve different
markets and meet different customer requirements for speed,
cost, quality, etc. Retaining a presence in China also reflects
the changing role of the factory from cost-based to market-
based (e.g. serving Eastern markets). Similarly, Martínez-
Mora and Merino (2014) noted how offshoring provides the
opportunity to develop commercial ties with the local market.

An important aspect of operationalising the reshoring de-
cision concerns timing, i.e. when to trigger the reversal pro-
cess. Cushion Co. reached a tipping point for relocation
whereby the drawbacks of being offshore began to add up.
The cost differential between manufacturing in China vs.
the UK became marginal; and without significant cost
incentives, the advantages of increasing its domestic pres-
ence became difficult to ignore. This aspect – recognising

when to take the reshoring decision – is a new factor for
the framework.

Cushion Co.’s decision to relocate some of its production
fromChina to the UK is the latest in a line of location decisions;
and it cannot be understood without knowledge of the prior
offshoring process. This is reflected in the ‘swinging pendu-
lum’ concept used by Slepniov and Madsen (2015) to describe
the continual movement between offshore and onshore.

The boundaries between the various location decisions are
difficult to distinguish, as is evident from Fig. 3. This is because
the process of implementation is, in Cushion Co., a gradual,
incremental process. As outlined in the literature, location deci-
sions are dynamic (Kinkel and Maloca 2009; Ellram et al. 2013;
Gylling et al. 2015; Fratocchi et al. 2016). Indeed, the case pro-
vides empirical evidence of the dynamic nature of the process
outlined by Mugurusi and de Boer (2013) demonstrating the re-
organisation over time of its production network in terms of both
location and governance\. Indeed, supporting Srai and Ané
(2016), Cushion Co. is continually re-evaluating the needs of
the business. When the environment changes again, e.g. wages
rise in the UK or customers demand something else, the

ONSHORE

Domestic In-House

(Wholly Owned)

(PARTIAL) OFFSHORING 

OFFSHORE

(PARTIAL) RESHORING

Offshore Outsource

Offshore In-House 

(Joint Venture)

Offshore In-House 

(Wholly Owned)

Offshore In-House 

(Wholly Owned)

Rented Facility

Fig. 3 The Relocation Process Trajectory of the Case Study Company (Cushion Co.)
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distribution of the firm’s resources across its two locations will be
revisited. Thus, the current trend is towards reshoring but thismay
change. It is a matter of finding the right location for a given
activity at a given moment in time rather than of finding a way
to bring everything back to a domestic location. This is akin to the
notion of ‘rightshoring’ or ‘intelli-sourcing’ described by Tate
(2014) and Fine (2013), respectively. The incremental nature
of the implementation process is a further implementation factor
identified from the case.

The case also provides an insight into how implementation
barriers can be overcome. Although Cushion Co. retained a UK
workforce, it must still face up to the skills shortage caused by
offshoring (Bailey and De Propris 2014; Shih 2014). Supporting
Shih (2014), the company is considering overcoming this by
introducing in-house training. The case also highlights the im-
portance of global supply chain development andmaintaining a
supplier network to serve multiple locations around the world. As
a result, building strong relationships with suppliers and im-
proving information sharing with suppliers is critical. In
Cushion Co. this is done globally rather than locally, as advocated
by Shih (2014). Local information sharing and relationship build-
ing is however important with customers and internal staff. It is
also evident that strategicmarket movements have helped sup-
port Cushion Co.’s location decisions. For example, they moved
up market by developing relationships with new UK customers
that allowed them tomaintain a continuous viable UK production
presence.

5.3 Contingency factors

Nine of the eleven contingency factors are evident in the case,
and they can now be categorised into those that are: company
(and industry) related; product related; or behavioural (or in-
dividual) related (see Table 4). Five factors are considered
company (and industry) related. In terms of the size of the
firm, Cushion Co. is an SME that has quite rapidly offshored
and reshored. This complements survey results from Kinkel
(2012), although its decision was not motivated by an unwill-
ingness to invest in offshore resources. The case also supports
the relevance of ownership modes as a contingency factor. Its
ownership of Chinese and UK production facilities explains
the importance of many competitive priorities, which may be
less influential when purely outsourcing. The changing own-
ership modes over time have also impacted the company’s
control and flexibility in both the decision making and imple-
mentation process.Capital intensiveness is also relevant. The
textiles industry is generally characterised by low technology
and high labour intensiveness, arguably making reshoring un-
attractive. Studies have shown that, despite this, reshoring can
take place for specialised clothing (Ashby 2016) and luxury
clothing (Robinson and Hsieh 2016). Cushions are an excep-
tion – they are simple to produce meaning the labour content
is lower than for other textiles products. Supporting Stentoft

et al. (2016a), industry related factors can influence reshoring
but factors can also vary within an industry. Further, this case
has highlighted that industry exceptions can occur.
Government policy, e.g. reduced taxes and subsidies
(Bailey and De Propris 2014; Pearce 2014; Tate et al. 2014),
were not prominent in Cushion Co., suggesting they were
either unavailable or ineffective. Cushion Co. had however
previously received funding when establishing a UK factory,
which was key to reshoring. Additionally, the company is
considering using government support to introduce an appren-
ticeship scheme to address the skills gap. Bandwagon effects
were not apparent as Cushion Co. were one of the first
reshoring movers in the industry. This however may be an
important factor in later reshoring waves, should they occur.

Four contingency factors are product related. The bulki-
ness of the product, e.g. its size and weight (Tate 2014), is
relevant as cushions can be bulky to ship over long distances.
This has impacted the reshoring decision and the use of the
UK factory to fill empty cases. Market segments, as
discussed by Martínez-Mora and Merino (2014), are also rel-
evant. The company’s strategic location decisions are
underpinned by the markets it serves. Cushion Co. had
established itself as a mass market producer but has moved
up market, influencing its location decisions. Its Chinese fac-
tory helped to retain some price-sensitive customers and serve
the Eastern market, with the company hitting different price
points by utilising the strengths of its two locations.
Customisation may be an important factor for design-led
products requiring high levels of customer input; however,
this was not a significant factor in this case. The company
however benefits from close proximity to customers for coor-
dination in the design process.

The two remaining contingency factors are behavioural.
Management’s perception of costs, i.e. prior misjudgements,
was not apparent in the case. But the case does highlight the
influence of emotional factors (Canham and Hamilton 2013;
Fratocchi et al. 2016). Decision making power largely resides
with Cushion Co.’s owner, a patriotic entrepreneur with an
emotional attachment to the UK. This arguably triggered the
decision to reshore sooner than it would have been triggered if
the owner did not have an emotional attachment.

5.4 Refined conceptual framework

A refined version of the conceptual framework, enhanced
using case study evidence, is presented in Fig. 4. Empirical
evidence supports 20 of the original 29 drivers. All six original
implementation considerations were relevant in Cushion Co.
and a further four factors are added: ‘tipping point for reloca-
tion’, ‘market movement’, ‘process of implementation – in-
cremental vs. instantaneous’ and ‘global supply chain devel-
opment’. In addition, the importance of information sharing
and building strong relationships not only with suppliers but
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Table 4 Summary of Contingency Factors, Including Source of Case Evidence (if any)

Category Contingency Factor Primary
Evidence

Secondary
Evidence

Explanation from the Case Study

Company (and industry)
related factors

Size of the firm ✓ ✓ The size of the firm can influence the importance given to the
reshoring drivers as well as when and how a firm reshores.
Cushion Co. provides an example of an SME that has
offshored and reshored production. Further, the process of
offshoring and reshoring was quite rapid.

Ownership modes ✓ Ownership can influence the importance given to the reshoring
drivers as well as when and how a firm reshores. Ownership
of UK and Chinese production facilities explains the
importance of many strategic asset seeking drivers for
Cushion Co. Further, changing ownership has influenced
location decisions in terms of control and flexibility

Government policy ✓ To improve the local (domestic) economy and facilitate
investment. Apprenticeship support to help overcome skills
shortage. Cushion Co are currently considering this option.

Capital intensiveness ✓ Capital intensiveness can influence the importance given to
reshoring drivers. Cushion Co. provides an example of a
firm within the labour-intensive textiles industry that has
reshored. Cushions however have a lower labour content
than many other products within the industry.

Bandwagon effects Not identified as a factor in this case (but suggested that this
could be relevant for those following Cushion Co.)

Product related factors Market segments
(e.g. product area)

✓ ✓ The market segment can influence the importance given to the
reshoring drivers as well as when and how a firm reshores.
Cushion Co., an established mass market producer, moved
up market to maintain UK production; offshoring to China
helped to retain lower cost customers; location decisions
are therefore underpinned by the markets served.

Price points (e.g. low-range,
mid-range, etc.)

✓ ✓ Price points can influence the importance given to reshoring
drivers as well as determining how a firm reshores. For
Cushion Co., different price points can be achieved
depending on production location. Cushion Co. have
therefore ensured that flexibility has been built into their
reshoring decision making process.

Bulkiness of the product
(size, weight, etc.)

✓ The bulkiness of the product can influence the importance
given to reshoring drivers as well as determining how a firm
reshores. Cushion Co. produces cushions that can be bulky to
ship over long distances, influencing decision making. Empty
cushion cases shipped from China for filling in the UK
allowed the company to keep its UK operation running.

Customised products ✓ Customised products can influence the importance given to
reshoring drivers as well as determining how a firm reshores
Although this is not identified as a major factor in this case,
the company benefits from close proximity to customers
for coordination in the design process.

Behavioural (or individual)
related factors

Management perception
of cost

Management’s perception of cost can influence the importance
given to the reshoring drivers as well as when and how a
firm reshores This was not identified in the case – a lack of
planning or prior misjudgements did not influence the
reshoring process.

Emotional factors ✓ ✓ Emotional factors can influence the importance given to
reshoring drivers as well as determining how a firm reshores.
For Cushion Co., an emotional attachment to the UK appeared
to have impacted the attraction of maintaining a presence in
the UK and the perceived advantages of reshoring, such as
the social benefits.
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also with internal teams and customers has been identified,
with the existing factor therefore extended. The implementa-
tion factors have now been placed into two broad categories:
‘location, ownership and timing’ and ‘operations and supply
chain development’ factors. Finally, no new contingency fac-
tors have been added but the case does support the relevance
of adopting a contingency perspective, as was evident from
Table 4. The existing contingency factors have now been split
into those that are company (and industry) specific, product
related, and behavioural (or individual) factors; and nine of the
eleven factors were relevant in this case.

6 Conclusions

Reshoring is a current concern for both researchers and prac-
titioners. While a body of literature on reshoring is emerging,
much of the focus has been on why firms reshore. There has
been a need to extend this work by investigating how the
reshoring decision can be operationalised. Meanwhile, much
of the literature is either conceptual or survey based. Although
survey work is valuable, it tends to treat the reshoring phe-
nomenon as a discrete event, e.g. examining the types of firms

that have reshored and why they did so. There has also been a
need to conduct more case study work to understand the
unfolding process of reshoring, which allows for the process
to be explored retrospectively whilst capturing future plans in
more depth. The core purpose of this paper has therefore been
to develop a conceptual framework of reshoring that draws on
the extant literature and case study evidence. Cushion Co.
represented an exemplar case of captive reshoring, allowing
this complex decision, which is different to outsourcing, to be
studied in its own right.

The paper has developed a contingency based conceptual
framework of the reshoring paper by encompassing reshoring
drivers, implementation considerations and contingency fac-
tors. A contingency-based perspective (Sousa and Voss 2008)
has recently been advocated by Bals et al. (2016). To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first framework to combine what
is known about why and how firms reshore; and it is the first
contingency-based approach to reshoring.

The initial conceptual framework has been refined based
on case study evidence. The case provided evidence to sup-
port the relevance of 20 of the 29 drivers. It also supported the
importance of the six implementation factors, supplemented
the framework with a further four factors, and introduced two

RESHORING DRIVERS

RESHORING PROCESS

IMPLEMENTATION CONSIDERATIONS

Location, Ownership and Timing

- Entry and exit modes onshore and offshore

- Maintaining production in a domestic location

- Degree of reshoring e.g. partial or full

- Tipping point for relocation

- Process of implementation (incremental vs instantaneous)

CONTINGENCY FACTORS

Operations and Supply Chain Development

- In-house training

- Building strong relationships with suppliers, internal teams and 
customers

- Improving information sharing with suppliers, internal teams and 
customers

- Market movement (e.g. developing new customers within new 
market segments)

- Global supply chain development

Product related factors

- Market segments (e.g. product 
area)

- Price points (e.g. low-range, 
mid-range etc.)

- Bulkiness of the product (size, 
weight, etc.)

- Customised products

Behavioural (or individual)

related factors

- Management’s perception of 
cost

- Emotional factors

Risk, Uncertainty and Ease of 
Doing Business

- Supply chain disruption risk 
reduction

- Cultural distance improvement 

- Offshore legislation           
minimisation

- Global economic conditions

- Currency exchange rate and 
variability reduction

- Environmental issues reduction 

- Social issues reduction 

Cost-related Infrastructure-related Competitive Priorities

- Labour cost reduction

- Labour productivity          
improvements

- Duty cost reduction

- Transportation cost reduction

- Energy price reduction

- Production cost (non-labour) 
reduction

- Coordination and monitoring 
cost reduction

- Working capital/pipeline cost 
reduction

- Capacity utilisation            
improvement onshore 

- On-site infrastructure issues 
offshore

- Raw material supply network 
issues offshore 

- Skilled human resource     
availability 

- Automated machinery 

- Flexibility improvement 

- Dependability

- Responsiveness

- Speed to market improvement 
for new products 

- Innovation improvement 

- Know-how retention

- Intellectual property protection 

- Quality improvements 

- ‘Made in effect’ advantages 

Company (and industry)    
related

- Size of the firm

- Ownership modes

- Government policy 

- Capital intensiveness

- Bandwagon effects

Fig. 4 Refined Conceptual Framework of the Reshoring Process using Case Study Evidence
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broad categories for categorising the implementation factors.
The additions made to the framework in this area reflect the
immature state of the reshoring literature on implementation
and respond to recent calls for a more complete understanding
of how firms can reshore (e.g. Fratocchi et al. 2014; Ancarani
et al. 2015; Joubioux and Vanpoucke 2016; Srai and Ané
2016; Wiesmann et al. 2017). Finally, nine of the eleven con-
tingency factors were relevant in the case study firm. No fur-
ther contingency factors were identified, but the existing fac-
tors were split into: company (and industry), product, and
behavioural (or individual) factors affecting the reshoring pro-
cess. Further, the case has provided industry specific data (as
encouraged by Stentoft et al. 2016a) to further understand the
contingency perspective within the context of the textiles in-
dustry. The framework is argued to be more comprehensive
than any other that can be found in the reshoring literature as it
encompasses both reshoring drivers and implementation con-
siderations whilst adopting a contingency perspective. Thus, it
enlarges and complements past studies on offshoring and
reshoring (e.g. Schoenherr et al. 2008; Ellram et al. 2013;
Ancarani et al. 2015; Joubioux and Vanpoucke 2016).

A further contribution of the case is in providing a richer,
more nuanced view of reshoring than can be found in much of
the available literature. The case has demonstrated the impor-
tance of viewing the reshoring decision as part of a longer line
of location decisions. Figure 3, as presented in Section 5.2,
proposed an extension to the typology presented by Gray et al.
(2013) to more accurately reflect the complexity and incre-
mental nature of the onshore-offshore-reshore location and
ownership decision. Supporting Mugurusi and de Boer
(2013), reshoring can be considered a dynamic process, and
the case provided empirical evidence demonstrating the re-
organisation over time of its production network in terms of
both location and governance. For Cushion Co., it was not a
case of sending everything offshore and subsequently every-
thing back. Instead, it has been a partial and incremental pro-
cess, involvingmultiple changes of ownership and resulting in
a dual location strategy that allows capacity utilisation and
resources to be shifted between locations over time to meet
the needs of different markets. The case has demonstrated the
speed with which location decisions can be reversed and own-
ership modes changed. In this instance, despite captive
offshoring and undergoing a large investment in extending
their Chinese facilities in 2010, the reshoring process started
two years later. Hence, the swinging pendulum concept as
used by Slepniov and Madsen (2015). Further, the current
trend is towards the Western domestic location, but this may
change in the future; and retaining a presence on both sides of
the globe provides the company with flexibility and the ability
to quickly reverse its location decisions. It keeps its skilled
workforce and supply chain active in both locations; and al-
lows it to compete on various competitive priorities – cost,
quality, speed, etc.

6.1 Implications for practice and future research

Reshoring may not be suitable for every company, prod-
uct or process – as demonstrated by the contingency-
based framework – but this paper should aid managers
in deciding what to reshore and how to go about
operationalising this decision successfully by proposing
a structure for the reshoring decision. The case provides
managers with an exemplar in terms of how an SME can
compete globally and align its onshore/offshore location
decisions with its capabilities and competitive priorities. It
may be of particular interest to firms in the textiles indus-
try and/or firms that have maintained a domestic produc-
tion presence whilst offshoring. Further, it highlights the
importance of skills embeddedness and the potential gov-
ernment assistance required to close skills gaps in coun-
tries that have experienced extensive offshoring.

The paper is based on a systematic review of the reshoring
literature and a single case study. This approach has allowed
for an in-depth approach and analysis. The scope of the liter-
ature review could however be extended, e.g. to the wider
literature on global location decisions, and further case studies
could be conducted, e.g. involving firms that are larger, in
different industries (including services), in different countries,
or that have reshored sourcing arrangements rather than cap-
tive production. This could help to identify additional factors
currently missing from the framework or to further develop
how the various factors are categorised. Future research could
also assess the generality of our findings using a large-scale
survey, which could also help to establish whether all of the
contingency factors influence both the drivers and implemen-
tation, or if some influence only one part of the reshoring
process. Furthermore, future research could assess how the
drivers, governance modes and contingency factors differ
when making offshoring versus reshoring decisions. This
could help develop a framework that can assist managers
throughout the continual movement between on and offshore
locations. Longitudinal studies could also be particularly valu-
able for studying the reshoring phenomenon as it takes place.
Meanwhile, behavioural studies could provide a new insight
into the reversal of location misjudgements or how emotions
and irrationality impact the location decision. Finally, the im-
pact on reshoring of the UK’s decision to leave the EU could
be examined.
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